Abstract
Introduction
Image registration is used in several applications, such as medical imaging [1, 2] , image fusion [3] [4] [5] , image mosaic [6] , camera stabilization [7, 8] , dim target detection under complex background, missile navigation and targeting [9] [10] [11] etc. Possibility of large motions, differently moving foreground objects, and appearing and disappearing image regions make the problem of image registration very difficult, especially under constraints of limited computational resources.
Image registration methods can be roughly classified into two categories: spatial domain (Image or pixel domain), frequency domain (Fourier, wavelet, contourlet). The conventional image registration method uses block matching techniques, which utilize the full image information and can apply to any type of image, rich or poor in texture. The block correlation is robust against random noise and has high accuracy. However, block matching can account for only translations and can only approximate determine other image distortions. Its computation is expensive and becomes prohibitive when the image displacement is large. Also, the cross-correlation based on image intensity similarity is sensitive to environment changes and is not applicable for registration of multi-spectral images [12] .
On the other hand, feature-based image matching can account for any image deformation and can be insensitive to multi-sensor modality by selecting structurally salient features. It is also quick to compute. However, feature based methods rely on extraction and tracking of feature points. Extracting reliable features in the presence of occlusion junctions, and the handling of appearing and disappearing features in these algorithms are difficult. Therefore, robustness of the matching process is a critical issue.
Most common frequency domain methods use phase correlation [13] . It is based on the shift property of the Fourier Transform (FT) [14] . Re-sampling the Fourier magnitude spectra on a log-polar grid has also been introduced to estimate scaling and rotation using phase-correlation and it has been used in image registration, global motion estimation and digital image stabilization. Estimation of affine parameters in the frequency domain is based on the Affine Theorem of Fourier Transform. The Fourier shift property is exploited to achieve translational invariance by taking the magnitude of Fourier spectra of images. By working in this translation invariant (Fourier-Mellin) domain, a linear component A of an affine transformation can be determined independent of the translational component B. Once the linear component has been determined, it can be compensated for and the translation can be determined using phase-correlation. For determining the linear component, Lucchese et al. [15] proposed a nonlinear optimization formulation, while Kruget et al. [16] proposed spectral alignment in a multi-resolution framework.
Some frequency domain methods based on wavelet [4, 17, 18] or contourlet [19, 20] transform utilize the coefficients to form the basic features. The experimental results show that the registration accuracy and robustness of the algorithms are acceptable and very promising. But wavelet and contourlet transforms are not easy to implement in hardware. In contrast, there are many hardware design schemes for FFT's implementation by high-speed signal processing chip, such as FPGA, DSP.
To resolve the problems, a fast and robust image registration method for remote sensing images based on a two-stage coarse-to-fine refinement strategy is proposed in this paper. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the steps for the proposed algorithm. Simulation results are then given in Section 3. Finally in Section 4 some concluding remarks are provided.
The proposed algorithm
The proposed algorithm in the frequency and spatial domain involves the following steps: 1. Decimate the reference and current images (in our implementation, by 1/4 along each dimension), since the FFT of whole image is prohibitively costly.
2. Estimate the shift between the reference and current images, based on phase correlation in the frequency domain.
3. Detect the corner points utilizing the modified SUSAN algorithm. 4. Feature point matching based on the new proposed method. 5. Calculate the six parameters based on the affine motion model. 6. Image re-sampling and transformation.
Phase correlation
Phase correlation provides straight-forward estimation of rigid translational motion between two images, which is based on the well-known 
The phase correlation is defined as the normalized cross power spectrum between 1 F and 2 F , which is a matrix: 
The modified SUSAN corner detection method
Different corner detection methods have different advantages and disadvantages. Moravec's operator [21] is simple, fast, but is not a very good for corner detection. Harris's operator [22] is not sensitive to light intensity and has good stability, but has larger computational load than the other two methods. SUSAN corner detection algorithm [23] is widely used in feature extraction for its good performance in noise resistance and fast calculation. But, in the traditional SUSAN algorithm, it is not easy to decide the threshold and it can't eliminate the fake corner well. To improve the robustness of the algorithm, this paper modifies the algorithm in two aspects. Firstly, image segmentation based on binarization and the normalized-set threshold can reduce the effect on the detection accuracy from the traditional threshold; Secondly, image template matching on the point, which has the maximum difference image value horizontally or vertically in the local field can improve the detection accuracy, and also reduce the computation complexity, since it does not have to match the images point by point.
The modified method is listed in the following: 1. Image segmentation based on binarization. 
2. Compute the differential coefficient of binary images in horizon direction and vertical direction.
Horizon direction:
Vertical direction:
3. Corner detection at the point which has the max value in the local field. Similitude function can be listed as followed: 
Computer output sum function in the following:
Corner detection based on the respond function R .
where 2 / max n k  .
The modified feature-based matching method
After extracting the feature points from the pair of images, how to match the points is the key of the method for image registration. Since the traditional pixel-based method has higher accuracy and the traditional feature-based method has lower computational complexity, the combined method is used for matching. First, select the feature points in the reference image (Don't keep in the same on-line) based on the shift between the pair of images computed by step 2, then extract the template block which includes those points; Second, find the corresponded feature block in the current image using block matching technique based on SAD (Sum of Absolute Difference), then the corresponded feature point (Find three pairs of match feature points at least). Figure 1 
Compute the six parameters
Affine motion model is very popular in parametric models as it provides good trade-off between generality and ease of estimation. It is mathematically expressed as 
Simulation results
In this section, the experiments for corner detection are carried out firstly. We use the reference image and the remote sensing image shown in Figure 2 . Table 1 lists the corner numbers and time costs, and Figure 2 shows the detected corners of different methods. Experimental results show that Moravec's operator is not accurate for corner detection and has less execution time, Harris's operator is more accurate, but is very time-consuming, SUSAN's operator is not very accurate, but efficient, and the modified SUSAN is more accurate and efficient.
Then robustness of the proposed algorithm is compared to two different methods in frequency and spatial domain. We used phase correlation based method in frequency domain (2.1) and corner based method in spatial domain (2.2). In the following subsection, PCF, CS and PFAS denote phase correlation method, corner method and the proposed method, respectively. We use Lena and the remote sensing images shown in Figure 3 . To measure robustness of the proposed algorithm, motion is synthetically and independently added to these test cases. Table 2 lists the actual motion and the calculated motion parameters and the consuming time of different methods. Figure 4, 5, 6 show the comparison results. Note that the phase correlation method is instable and has poor robustness. The corner based method has relatively high accuracy, but not very good performance when there is large motion and also has large computing time. Experimental results show that the proposed method reduces the computational complexity, and meanwhile has higher accuracy by extracting feature points. It is stable, unique and has rich amount of information for matching with higher accuracy.
Conclusions
In this paper a robust and efficient image registration method is proposed. The algorithm is a synergetic combination of frequency and spatial domain methods, which make use of the advantages of phase-correlation, feature-block, and feature-points. Coarse estimation in frequency domain allows us to measure the shift between the pair of images. Refinement using the modified SUSAN corner detection and feature-based method allows us to compute accurate affine motion parameters. The use of image registration based on affine motion model yields better frame rate up conversion and format conversion and digital image stabilization. In addition to improving background motion estimation, the proposed method can also localize the possible locations of foreground objects. For future work, we plan to use the method to the remote sensing images for target detection. Figure 3 . The test images From up to down: lena, the remote sensing image From left to right: Original image, after rotating the image 10 degrees, after rotating the image 30 degrees, after rotating the image 60 degrees 
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